LAY-OUT PLAN OF BARKAT NAGAR
B BLOCK NEAR TO JK PHAT "JAIPUR"
UNDER THE NEW PINK CITY GRAN HIRMAN
SANAKARI SAMITI "JAIPUR"

REFERENCE:
1. THE Approved School Boundary Survey
2. Approved School Boundary Survey Plan
3. Existing School Boundary Survey
4. Existing School Boundary Survey Plan
5. School Plots Survey Plan
LAY-OUT PLAN OF BARKAT NAGAR
B BLOCK NEAR TONK PHUTAK JAIPUR
UNDER THE NEW PINK CITY GRAU HINMAN
SANAKARI SAMITI UP JAIPUR (SCALE 1:500)

REFERENCE:
1. ADOPTED SCHEME BOUNDARY SHOWN TRAFFIC
2. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT SHOWN THROUGHIN
3. EXISTING PLOTS SHOWN THROUGHIN
4. ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AREA PLOTS SHOWN THROUGHIN
5. OPEN PLOTS SHOWN THROUGHIN
Sub Division Plan Showing the P.N. 634
In Barkat Nagar near Tonk Fatak
Adbash Basti Rampurakupa A Tonk Road
Jaipur
Scale 1" = 60'

AREA REFERENCE
PLOT NO 634 B 268.00 sq. yds or 224.12 sq
PLOT NO 634 A 244.65 sq. yds or 204.75 sq
SUB DIVIDED PLOT SHOWN AS

Certified
Sobhy Miah
Architect
Scale
SUB-DIVISION PLAN SHOWING THE P.N. G34 IN BARKAT NAGAR NEAR TONK TATAK ADRASH BASTI RAMPURA BOPA TONK ROAD

AREA REFERENCE:

PLOT 334 B
1.034 DMT.

ROAD 30:0 WIDE

224-12 H.A.
244-05 ARES OR 244-12

1.034 DMT.

244-12 H.A.
244-05 ARES OR 244-12